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him to see beyond conventional lewright
polemics. He catalogues not only Castro’s
Marxist-Leninist inspired abridgements of
press autonomy, but also the brutalities
and anti-Semitism of the Videla and Viola
regimes in post-Peronista Argentina as
well as the steel-fisted controls securing
Pinochet’s capitalism in Chile. Thus he
provides an informative review of the modern tactics of subterranean censorship that
have developed into a high art in both
capitalist and communist systems, tactics
such as selective rationing of paper stocks,
limited distribution of broadcast equipment, discriminant allocation of broadcast
frequencies, discretionary enforcement of
obscure legal statutes, politically motivated tax audits and budget cuts, subsidization of favored media, political patronage,
“old boy” cronyism, and bribery.
Alisky professes a commitment to “facts”
(journalistic objectivity) and an abhorrence
of ideology. The format of his book reflects
this commitment. It is structured as a country-by-country survey (although Haiti, the
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Surinam, and French Guiana are not reviewed
and these exclusions are not explained). A
JOSEPH N. PELTON
threefold
classificatory system, consistent
Znternational Telecommunications
with the 1979 findings of the Freedom of
Satellite Organization
Press Committee of the Inter-American
Press Association on government and
press, is offered: (a) nations with censorship: Cuba, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile,
Guatemala,
Honduras, El Salvador, and
What censorship hides
Nicaragua; (b) nations with media guidLatin American Media: Guidance and ance: Mexico, Peru, and Brazil; and (c)
Censorship by Marvin Alisky. nations with media freedom: Venezuela,
Ames, Ia.: Iowa State University Colombia, and Costa Rica. Alisky acknowledges some reservations about and overlap
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in these categories. In my view, his distincThis book reaffirms the wisdom of Ken- tion between what he calls “the bandwagneth Burke’s familiar dictum: every way of on journalism” of Mexico and the U S . seeing is also at the same time a way of not modeled government-by-public-relations
seeing. Alisky sees Latin American media in Venezuela is at best specious.
through the eyes of a concerned and sensiDetailed descriptive profiles of each of
tive libertarian. This perspective allows the countries surveyed are presented so

law, the I.T.U., UNESCO, the U.N., INTELSAT, and other international institutions to meeting twenty-first century needs
is likewise not discussed. Further, there is
a lack of serious consideration of whether
international marketplace competition
(i.e., a worldwide concoction of Thatcherism and Reaganomics) is an appropriate
global approach to a future world wherein
humanity will enjoy not only “good communications,” but also a reasonable quality
of life. Issues such as electronic crime, the
role of art and creativity in a technologically standardized world, and a host of other
issues are noted but not seriously addressed.
Attempts to convert conferences into
books are more likely than not to be unsuccessful. Gaps in topics, a lack of in-depth
research reporting, synthesized rather than
original research, and espousal of a narrow
set of ideological or social values are
among the more common failings of such
efforts. In this regard, the editors, as well as
the contributors who made original presentations, should get sincere accolades for
having overcome most of these failings.
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that the book is completely accessible to
the nonspecialist. In an almanac-like fashion, information on each country is compiled specifying geographical features
such as terrain and natural resources; demographics, including population, rate of
population growth, and racial and ethnic
composition; political form and traditions;
economic factors such as inflation rates,
trade deficits, and patterns of production;
and communication facts such as literacy
levels, number of newspapers and their
circulation rates, number of radio and television stations, approximate percentage of
the population using each medium as a
regular information source, radios and televisions per capita (including transistor radios, which are usually underreported in
official surveys), type of ownership or control of each medium, and past and present
performance records on issues of free
speech and censorship. This information
should be useful as a quick reference for
U.S. jet-journalists, who Alisky reports are
rapidly replacing regularly assigned foreign correspondents and stringers in Latin

America as a result of economy measures in
media organizations.
Little attempt is made to establish connections among the facts presented in
these profiles because, Alisky believes,
“
no universal formula covers all Latin
American nations, except for the assumption that most of them have governments
that exert some pressure on the media in
hope of aiding national development.”
However, even the “why?” of this singular
generalization is not systematically explored.
This brings us to what Alisky does not
see, and to why, in spite of its ambition,
meticulous attention to detail, and accessibility, I regard this book as inadequate,
even misleading. Alisky takes U.S. professional journalistic practice, with its ideology of objectivism, as paradigmatic. He measures Latin American media according to
this standard and, of course, finds them
wanting. But he never questions the efficacy of imposing this Anglo-American standard on alien soil. Hence he is puzzled by
or finds irony in a number of facts that from
other perspectives are entirely plausible.
He describes Latin American newspapers
as a “class” medium (by which he means a
medium read primarily by the middle and
upper classes) but regards radio-the most
popular medium in Latin America-and
television as “mass” media and never examines the class interests they are programmed to support. He acknowledges
that Latin American media, like pre-Jacksonian U.S. newspapers, are essentially
partisan: frequently owned by political
leaders or aspiring politicians. Yet he finds
their lack of objectivity “unprofessional.”
Alisky does not consider censorship of
books or the banning of the works of serious litterateurs like Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Jorge Luis Borges, and Eduardo Galeano in certain parts of Latin America. No
mention is made of neocolonialism or of
the influence of the big brother to the
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“forced” to suspend reforms and invoke
censorship due to the Communist threat.
Undoubtedly communism is a real threat to
journalistic independence in Latin America; witness the Cuban experience. But it is
also a very convenient excuse for repression by right-wing authoritarians in neofascist capitalist countries. Therefore, at the
very least, journalists committed to factual
reportage must double-check reports of red
flags on the horizon, particularly when
those reports come from official sources.
Alisky’s refusal to generalize and his
acritical and atheoretical stance allow him
to preserve the facade of journalistic objectivity. But, in the process, they also preserve the stale stereotype of Latin American nations as sleepy banana republics
under the capricious leadership of operetta
colonels. This comes at a time when most
analysts of Latin American affairs recognize that the wave of dictatorships on that
continent during the last fifteen years owes
very little to that mythologized tradition;
rather, it corresponds to what Schwember
and Bear (2, p. 16) describe as “a highly
rational model of scientifically managed
coercion, aimed at reordering society from
top to bottom”-a model designed to insure the hegemony of new partnerships
between authoritarian rulers and multinational corporatism. These are partnerships
A marketing study of Sdo Paulo, Brazil, which the current expansion of censorship
showed that 67 percent of the consumer in parts of Latin America is designed to
market reached b y [transnational] me- conceal.
dia advertisers consisted of individuals
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north, except in terms of his benevolent
influence in setting up U.S.-modeled
schools of journalism under the auspices of
the Fulbright Commission and SmithMundt funds. Alisky does not explore the
facts of U.S. media imports in Latin America except to express mild bemusement at
the Peruvian government’s attempt to curtail importation of “escapist” police shows
like “Streets of San Francisco.” He devotes
two sentences to the controversy regarding
“a new order of information” and dismisses
it as a euphemism “for restrictions on the
freedom of the mass media to report objectively about government.” He allots just
over a page to multinational advertising in
Latin America, reporting that even in countries with censorship this advertising is
“uncensored.”
Libertarians like Alisky define censorship very narrowly: as a monopoly power
of the state which frequently has a coercive
secondary effect-self-censorship within
media organizations. Thus it does not seem
to occur to him that giant transnationals
might be just as tempted to exert prescriptive controls over media (through advertising and public relations) as are tiny nations
like Uruguay, Guatemala, or El Salvador.
Rather, his myopia allows him to report,
without irony or critical comment:

’70-’73.” New York Times, September 8,

It also permits him to completely ignore
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ITT’s attempt to underwrite destabiliza- 2. Schwember, Hermann and Jerome Bear.
tion of Allende’s government (1).Similarly,
“Free Market, Unfree Thought: General
it authorizes him to accept, again uncritiPinochet’s Prescription for Chile’s Univercally, the claims of rightist cadres in El
sities.’’ Index on Censorship 10(5),October
1981.
Salvador and Colombia that they were
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Explaining a11, nothing
Covering Islam: How the Media and
the Experts Determine How We See
the Rest of the World by Edward W. Said. New York: Pantheon,
1981. 188 pages. $10.95 (hard),
$3.95 (soft).
Some of the most provocative writing in
the history of social thought has been in the
form of polemics. Marx, Adorno, and Mills,
among others, wrote some of their most
memorable pieces in this genre, to attack or
refute intellectual orthodoxies. Edward W.
Said’s Covering Islam falls into this category. Those seeking an “objective,” detached, and dispassionate analysis of the
American media’s coverage of Islam
should look elsewhere: this is a forcefully
argued, at time angry, always erudite, and
insightful attack on the prevalent image of
Islam purveyed by the news media and
academic experts. As such, it is a logical
sequel to Said’s previous book, Orientalism, in which he examined the ideological
fabric of a brand of scholarship whose primary concern was to control and dominate
the subject of its attention rather than to
understand it.
Covering Islam shows how Islam has
recently become a pervasive explanatory
concept in the news. Islam has been used
to explain all and nothing; the term has
grossly oversimplified the rich complexity
of its referent; and it has been used as a
scapegoat for everything in Islamic societies that the media have difficulty understanding, or for things that simply do not
conform to Western expectations, tastes, or
interests. In covering Islam, much has
been covered up.
Said does not single out the media as the
principal culprit. He sees a confluence of
power among the interested parties-the
academy, corporations, the government,
the media-each approaching Islam with
its own designs in mind yet maintaining at
least eye contact with one another. In fact,

he saves his most biting critical remarks for
the academic experts whose subservience
to power is reflected in methodological
blindness and readiness to provide “scholarly” justification for political and military
ends.
The news media, however, are seen as
playing an important role in fostering and
maintaining a central consensus vis-a-vis
Islam. This consensus, which is essentially
nationalistic, sets limits and exerts pressures both on society and the process of
“making news.” Consequently, the coverage of other countries becomes an instrument of foreign policy, whether the American journalist likes it or not. Further,
because the ability to disseminate images
and representations derives from a cultural
power that is unevenly distributed among
nations, little can be done to correct distortions and misrepresentations. Some resort
to preventive measures, but these prove to
be counterproductive. (The Saudi predicament in the “Death of a Princess” episode
is a case in point.)
Said devotes a whole chapter to the examination of the “Iran story.” Using the
refined skills of an accomplished literary
critic, he demonstrates how the coverage of
the revolution and the hostage crisis was
contaminated by the wholesale categorization of Islam. In comparing the coverage of
the New York Times with that of Le Monde,
he concludes that the Times was guided by
“crisis and newsworthiness,” while Le
Monde tried to present a more even record
of what was taking place. The variance in
coverage and emphasis between the two
papers was at times so great that they
appeared to be writing about different
countries.
In the third and final chapter of the book,
the author discusses the illicit relations
between knowledge and power. This is a
most important chapter, one that should be
read by all students of international communication and cross-cultural research.
Said argues that Orientalism was charac-
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